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Introduction
Everybody loves a good book, but sometimes you need more than that.
Using today’s technology, we’re able to create some fantastic new
content formats that can enhance the way we connect with and consume
information. Binovi lives on that technological edge, and one of our goals has
been to make consuming and retaining information simple and enjoyable.
To that end, we developed Binovi Academy and our library of premium
education modules in the form of e-books, all built right into Binovi Pro.
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Lifelong Learning in Optometric Vision Therapy
By Dr. Leonard Press

I

n 1977, a book appeared with the intriguing title
“Developmental Vision For Lifelong Learning”, written
by R. C. Orem. Ostensibly an oxymoron, the implication
was that vision development provided a platform that would serve
the individual in a quest for learning throughout one’s lifetime. The
Binovi Platform for optometric vision therapy activities, and the
Sanet Seminar Educational Video Series, are two vehicles that will
serve both you and your patients well in this regard, and we will be
addressing both concepts in more detail in subsequent blogs.
We each have stories to tell about our vision quest – what attracted
us to Optometry in general, and optometric vision therapy in
particular. In my case, it was literally growing up with Optometry
in the house, my father having had an optometric office in our
home located a stone’s throw from the Pennsylvania College of
Optometry. Shortly after completing one of the first optometric
residencies in Pediatric Optometry and Vision Rehabilitation, I
embarked on a career that was largely a blend of academic and
private practice, interspersed with interests in research and writing.
The early experiences that my good friend and colleague Dr. Robert
Sanet shares are quite different. They include his own learning
challenges as well as an acquired brain injury after a serious
automobile accident just before his 20th birthday, both of which
were tremendously aided by undertaking optometric vision therapy
with Dr. Ralph Schrock. He is an exemplar of Orem’s principle that
the development or rehabilitation of vision, no matter how or when it
occurs, always provides opportunities for learning and growth.
Through the years, I have had former VT patients, or parents of
successful VT patients who were so moved by their experiences in
therapy that they wanted to be apprenticed into our field. In turn,
several of our therapists were so touched by their experiences with
patients that they decided to become optometrists specializing
in optometric vision therapy and neuro-optometric rehabilitation.
Having been raised in this environment influenced my son, Dr.
Daniel Press, to make his own mark on our profession.
What accounts for this incessant drive toward learning, and to
become the best version of ourselves so that we can help our
patients maximally? Perhaps the answer resides in the tale about
an 18th century Chasidic Rabbi, Reb Zusha, who delivered this
message to his students on his deathbed. “When I appear before the
heavenly court, I have no fear about being asked why I became less
of a scholar than Abraham. After all, I was not given his intellectual
gifts. Nor would I have to plead my case for not having become a
Moses, for I was not blessed with his leadership skills. But the one
question I fear they may ask me, and for which I have no satisfactory
answer, is why I didn’t live up to the potential of Zusha.”
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In citing this tale, Kwame Anthony Appiah, a professor of
philosophy at New York University notes that many things will
happen to you in the course of a lifetime, a good number of which
will be a matter of sheer luck. But what will make your life a good
one, along with luck, is a willingness to run with the opportunities
that come your way. Consider, for example, the confluence of
factors that resulted in the creation of Eyecarrot and the Binovi
Platform. CEO Adam Cegielski’s introduction to vision therapy
through his own family’s experiences. CTO Dr. Sam Mithani’s
familiarity with vision therapy through the professional interests
of his spouse. Videographer Joe Lia’s exposure to vision therapy
having been a personal patient of Dr. Selwyn Super.
Over the course of the forty-two years since Orem’s book on
developmental vision, optometric vision therapy has expanded
considerably. It now comfortably encompasses sports vision,
neuro-optometric rehabilitation, and myopia containment
in addition to maintaining its roots in vision development
and behavioral optometry. New knowledge involves a type
of synaptic pruning during which we shed approaches that
have not been as fruitful, or graft onto them procedures and
technologies that help the field flourish.
The greatest utility of Binovi resides in its integration of experts,
software, hardware and data. But expertise doesn’t reside in the
capabilities of specific individuals. It emerges through a network
of collaboration, which is what Dr. Sanet and I find particularly
exciting. As the Binovi community grows, we are look forward to
the opportunities to learn from you as much as you will learn from
us. In turn, your patients will be the ultimate beneficiaries.
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What is Binovi Academy?

B

inovi Academy is an ePub-based content delivery
system tightly integrated into Binovi Pro in the form of
an interactive, multimedia e-book with additional Binovi
Pro content such as sports vision training and therapy protocols
as well as video-based activity sets, test configurations, and more.
It represents our commitment to providing educational content for
our clients that impacts their theoretical and practical knowledge
base directly and forms the educational hub of the Binovi Platform.
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Working with a pool of knowledgeable experts and industry
leaders and influencers, we have created a collection of interactive,
multi-media e-books that bring rich content and an engaging
experience to readers. This expert knowledge is supplemented and
integrated with software and hardware tie-ins. Binovi Academy
content packs include testing and therapy protocols and pre-set
activities for Binovi Pro, as well as custom test configurations for
Binovi Touch, and more. Binovi Academy helps tie together the
four pillars of the Binovi Platform and aims to bring as much new
information, tools, and techniques to users as possible.
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What is an ePub?
Initially released in 2007, the
EPUB format is an e-book
file format supported by
most e-reader applications
and devices for desktops,
smartphones, and tablets.

The EPUB3 standard is supported by the largest number of hardware e-book readers
and by the Book Industry Study Group. An ePub contains a number of different files
and formats, but is centered around HTML content files linking to videos, photos,
and audio tracks, all supported by an underlying XML structure. As an ePub is
HTML-based, many web technologies can be integrated to round out the multimedia
experience: CSS3 animation and interactive javascript applications can be embedded
to support and expand functionality.

ePub -vs- PDF
New interactive PDF files can contain a wide array of multimedia
items such as video content and hyperlinks, but are ultimately still
lacking in genuine interactivity. The ePub format allows Binovi
Academy to include interactive tools and content to enhance
the learning experience by encouraging readers to explore
and experiment, providing added engagement. The addition
of javascript content also allows for additional functionality,
including specialized video players and gamification.

ePubs in Binovi Academy
Binovi Academy leverages ePubs for
three main reasons
Multimedia Content

As outlined above, the ability to include video content is key.
Our goal is to make Binovi Academy ePubs as engaging as
possible and provide added context and content whenever we
can. To that end, we rely heavily on video content to help round
out content and provide a different way for users to learn. The
only downside to including video content is size: video files,
especially HD-quality video files, are big; they require large
amounts of storage and can take a long time to download
depending on the user’s connection. Getting around this is done
through streaming video, of which Binovi Pro already takes full
advantage with activities and protocols. The same technology is
used to ensure that ePubs in Binovi Academy download quickly
and don’t take up much-needed space on the iPad.

Integration

Finally, ePubs in Binovi Academy include integration with Binovi
Pro features: some education modules come bundled with
activities and protocols that relate directly to the educational
content included in the module, and others are slated to include
preset configurations for Binovi Touch. By packaging practical
tools like activities and protocols with an educational tool like
ePubs together in our software, Binovi Academy helps bring
together the 4 pillars of Binovi in a very tangible way.
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Interactivity

The second main reason for ePubs in Binovi Academy is interactivity:
being able to host small miniature applications inside the ePub itself.
In the case, for example, of the Binovi Training ePub for Binovi Touch
(included by default for all Binovi Pro users), this interactivity is used
to its fullest extent to demonstrate the activities and protocols built
into Binovi Touch, and allows the user the opportunity to explore
these activities in depth, at their own pace. Similarly, in other parts of
all the Binovi Training manuals, users are able to review aspects of
the apps in guided step-by-step instructions.
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The Sanet Vision Seminar Series

T

he year was 2011, and I was finally getting around to
an item on my “bucket list” at the time, which was to
sign up for the Sanet Vision Seminar Series. Could
it possibly be as good as what I had heard? As it turned out,
the first weekend of the Series exceeded my expectations,
prompting me to add another item to my bucket list: At some
point I would get together with Dr. Sanet to collaborate on
bringing the Series to a wider audience.

Through a chain of events, Survivor Producer Joe Lia underwent
optometric vision therapy with Dr. Selwyn Super to address
his strabismus. The success he enjoyed sparked his interest in
capturing the essence of therapy on film. Dr. Super pointed him
toward the Sanet Series and, with Dr. Sanet’s permission he
professionally videotaped each of the five weekend seminars.
From my perspective, the timing of these videos becoming
available could not have been better! Another creative process
began during which Dr. Sanet sent me his slides and I merged my
commentary with Joe Lia’s marvelous video.
Dr. Sanet and I have collaborated on a unique learning experience
designed to broaden, expand, and elevate your understanding of
vision, and the application of principles enabling you to enhance
optometric vision evaluation and therapy.
Consider this module as a master class that is an extension of the
widely-acclaimed PAVE-Sanet Seminar Series presented over the
course of five weekends in San Diego, California. Although there
is no substitute for attending those courses, and the benefit that
comes from live interaction in a teaching/laboratory setting, this
ePub format provides further opportunities for your growth and
performance that is not available elsewhere.

The Sanet Vision Seminar Series contains over 100
hours of premium HD video content! Follow along to Dr.
Robert Sanet’s presentation with commentary from Dr.
Leonard Press, leading experts in vision therapy.
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Learning Opportunities
The live PAVE-Sanet Seminars are designed for optometric therapists as well as
optometric students and doctors; from the newly minted to experienced individuals.
It can be daunting to absorb all of the terminology and nuances
that come with the live seminar, but the inclusion of the over 100
hours of video (and the quality of the videography and editing)
makes it easy to pause and review material either independently
or in a group setting. The video is a recording of the actual PAVESanet Seminar that gives you a seat in the audience.

You can scroll through my commentary to each video; your
learning style will guide you on how best to do this. Some people
will prefer to watch the video, periodically pausing to view the
commentary. Others may wish to read the commentary first to
preview what is coming in the video.

Slides

Screen captures of Dr. Sanet’s slides are scattered throughout, to
help accompany the video, as many times the slides themselves
present the necessary information in a succinct manner, but are
not shown in the video itself.

Links to Articles, Chapters, and Diagrams

Bonus links to articles not provided to live seminar attendees
are included. These links are helpful supporting materials to the
information being presented by Dr. Sanet on a variety of topics,
often tangential or supplementary to the core focus of the seminar.
Dialogue that occurs between Dr. Sanet and seminar attendees
often trigger thoughts from other sources, including reference
materials and diagrams.

Airplanes to Bonus Blog Content and More

You’ll note little airplanes at strategic spots where Dr. Sanet
deviates from the slides into streams of consciousness. These are
very valuable interludes, and in addition to helping you organizing
and integrating this material, the module incorporates links to
blog material on the topic at hand. In many places, I have added
commentary to complement Dr. Sanet’s points with links of my own.

Supplementary Clinical Material

The commentary includes clinically useful material that builds on the
seminar video, such as during Dr. Sanet’s discussion of the Worth 4
Dot, for which I provide ways to expand the utility of the test.
Dr. Sanet and I frequently take turns with these role reversals
where at times he is the one emphasizing the practice
management utility of a procedure or approach while I elaborate
on its clinical utility, or vice-versa.
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Freeze Frames

Practice Management Pearls

Linda Sanet on Parquetry and Attribute Blocks

Adding Value to Staff Training

Having the video provides a distinct advantage beyond trying
to see what a volunteer attendee’s eyes are doing during the
seminar. When viewing the video, there will be times when you
need to re-view what is happening. We anticipated some of
these intervals by including screen grabs that provide additional
perspective, with additional guidance through the commentary.

Linda is a COVT who brings a unique perspective to the
education module. We have split her presentation during
Weekend 3 on Visual Information Processing into a number of
different parts. You will likely find yourself viewing her lengthy,
masterful presentation on parquetry block and attribute blocks
numerous times: the commentary liberally annotates the many
screen shots taken as we went through the video to extract key
moments illustrating the principles.
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Although important tips about practice management are offered
through the entire seminar module, there are periodic segments
that are particularly valuable in this regard, and are highlighted in
the commentary accordingly.

We anticipate that you find this education module of immense
benefit to your entire staff. For those who have attended the live
PAVE-Sanet seminar, it will serve as both a resource and reference
material as well as the opportunity to extend the applications of
what you have learned. For those who are unable to attend the
course, it is not only “the next best thing to being there”, but a way
to acquire a deeper understanding of the why, what, and how of
changing patients’ lives through optometric vision therapy.
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Summary of Content
Weekend One

Days 1 – 3

Dr. Sanet introduces some of the historical giants in our field, on whose shoulders we stand, and how his personal
odyssey led to his mode of practice. He differentiates between different models of vision, liberally sharing practice
management strategies and clinical procedures illustrative of successful approaches to care in optometric vision
therapy. He explains how one’s model should be growing, evolving, and dynamic rather than something static.
One of the more powerful concepts that permeates the seminars is “Einstellung”, loosely translated as “attitude”.
Irrespective of whether you’re a student, therapist, or doctor, you will find yourself challenged by what you see and
hear. Some of it will fortify what you understand or believe, and some of it will be transformative as you develop
new Optometric paradigms. Through a variety of links to references and resources, I put myself in your position as
a seminar attendee, serving as a seasoned tour guide to the requisite “attitude adjustment” that will make you a
better therapist/practitioner, and provide your patients with optimal outcomes.

Weekend Two

Days 4 – 6

I’m tempted to speculate that you’ll find this weekend to be your favorite, because it presents so much of
the “meat and potatoes” of therapy procedures and approaches that you’ll do most of the time with most of
your patients. The material is ideal not only for training new therapists, but will elevate your understanding
and appreciation of activities and procedures even if you are a well-established vision therapist. It brings
to life the principles of an extensive chapter that Bob and I co-authored on Spatial Vision in a book on
Vision Rehabilitation edited by Drs. Suter and Harvey, interspersed with material from the iBook version
of Applied Concepts in Vision Therapy. You’ll become conversant with the top-down cognitive approaches
from masters such as Dr. Harry Wachs who helped both Bob and Linda Sanet formulate their thinking, and
you’ll be so charged up I have no doubt that you’ll be putting most of what you learn this weekend into your
practice tomorrow! You’ll never approach optometric vision therapy the same way, as you watch attendees
make changes in visual thinking through the ocular motor system, accommodative system, and binocular
system. A total of twenty-eight procedures are demonstrated in detail, and by the end of this weekend you’ll
appreciate commonalities such as when, how, and why to “open the periphery”, as an example. Perhaps most
importantly, you’ll gain a deep appreciation of why the procedure itself isn’t nearly as crucial as the changes
that it enables the patient to internalize and transfer.

Weekend Three

Days 7 – 9

This segment is devoted to Visual Information Processing. It begins with quantitative and qualitative insights
obtained through standardized as well as clinical observations. You’ll become comfortable with obtaining baseline
data that will guide and inform therapy, as well as writing comprehensive reports to aid effective communication
with parents, teachers, and other professionals. Therapy procedures are presented in a way that increases patient
motivation and makes progress evident. As we put together the slide content, video, and commentary for this
weekend, I was reminded again how valuable the information is for training new and established therapists on
the levels within each procedure and how to communicate effectively with patients before, during, and after the
activities. The give and take between therapist and patient is beautifully illustrated by the incomparable Linda
Sanet and she navigates with attendees through parquetry blocks, attribute blocks, and supportive materials. And
as a bonus, you’ll take a trip through the intricacies of Multi-Matrix Brain Development with its inventor, our good
friend and colleague Dr. Carl Hillier. You’ll become conversant with how all this relates to a wide range of visual
readiness skills for development ranging from balance to movement to posture, and academic performance in
areas including orientation of letters and words, reading, and mathematics.
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Weekend Four

Days 10 – 12

Amblyopia and strabismus, the focus of this weekend, may be the most eye opening for you. You’ll find out
why good visual acuity (such as 20/20) and normal binocular vision already exists within the patient’s visual
system, and how your job is to arrange conditions so that normal acuity and binocular function can emerge.
Through an introspective series of True/False questions and answers, Dr. Sanet will shift your paradigm if you
consider amblyopia to be a problem in monocular acuity, or if you consider strabismus to be a fundamental
problem in binocular alignment. I’ll guide your thinking further by linking to references from ophthalmology
and neuroscience literature showing how cutting edge research informs clinical practice, ranging from visual
crowding to binocular integration. We elaborate the model that Bob is evolving for treatment of amblyopia and
strabismus without patching or the need for surgery, stemming from the early work of Dr. Arnold Sherman
and Donald Getz and finishing with a contemporary flourish from Bob’s “optometric daughter in Spain”, Pilar
Vergara. We’ll explore complex topics such as eccentric fixation, anomalous correspondence, and comitancy
in a way that will breathe new life into how you conduct testing and arrange therapeutic conditions for your
patients, from binasal occlusion to peripheral stereopsis. You’ll learn the various roads to improving strabismus
and amblyopia, and how keeping the patient on the appropriate road maximizes outcomes.

Weekend Five

Days 13 – 15

Optometric Management of Patients with Acquired Brain Injury is the final module of our five weekends, and
it is last for a good reason. Patients with ABI will bring out the best of your understanding in neurology and
its application to testing and vision rehabilitation. Everything you learned previously, from inhibiting primitive
reflexes, to integrating information processing, and visual thinking through the ocular motor, accommodative,
and binocular systems will be called upon to care for this population. We reach back to the first weekend,
tapping into the introduction to the neurology of the visual system, but delving into visual and associated
pathways and streams in much more detail. We’ll navigate through cranial nerves, take inventory through
checklists, deal with syndromes including post-trauma and visual midline shift, and build bridges to neurooptometric rehabilitation through metacognition. This is frequently a fragile population, for whom language in
the therapy room is important in creating an effective learning environment. We apply Carol Dweck’s mindset
approach and with Piaget’s cognitive insights in helping patients to feel empowered and positive about their
own rehabilitation. Neurogenesis and neuroplasticity set the stage for procedures that ask the patient to go
about their visual activities in a different way. You will learn the nuances of prescribing yoked prism, sector
occlusion, and field expansion, and you’ll come to appreciate why doing specific therapy procedures in a novel
way is crucial to the patient experiencing positive benefits.
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Getting Binovi Academy
Binovi uses a 2-step registration process designed to ensure
proper access to valuable content. Binovi content is only available
to optometrists and vision therapists affiliated with one of our
recognized partners to ensure that only those qualified to deliver
vision therapy are able to access the content and tools included
in the platform. This protection of knowledge and intellectual
property ensures that patients receive the absolute best quality
care from the most qualified providers.

Pricing
The Sanet Vision Seminar Series Premium
Education Module is now available through
Binovi Admin, part of the Binovi Platform.

3495

$

or

One-Time Purchase*

292

$

/month

12 Monthly Payments*

Each of our premium education modules can be purchased
separately through Binovi Admin: to add them to your own Binovi
Academy library, visit the Store inside Binovi Admin and see what
is available and what is included.
Subscribers to the Binovi Platform get to choose their own
experience: choose what parts of Binovi work best for your needs!
Binovi Academy on its own is included with your Binovi Pro
Service Hosting Fee. This recurring fee (monthly or annual,
depending on your Binovi plan) covers the cost of hosting and
providing the content for Binovi. As part and parcel to this,
organizations get access to their Binovi account through HIPAAcertified Microsoft Azure infrastructure: this secure system also
hosts our cloud streaming content, ensuring secure access to
content, included streaming photos and videos, at all times.

Support
Contact our Customer Success Team to discuss alternate
payments, other subscription options, and how to best apply
the Sanet Vision Seminar Series to your practice.

* Prices marked are in USD. Conditions Apply.

© 2020 Eyecarrot Innovations Corp.
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Contact Us
Binovi Technologies Corp.
574 Chartwell Road,
Oakville, ON, Canada
L6J 4A8

Information

info@binovi.com
1.855.416.7158

Sales

sales@binovi.com

Support

support@binovi.com
1.844.600.5932

Online

www.binovi.com


@binovivisn



facebook.com/BinoviVISN



@binovivisn



linkedin.com/company/binovitechcorp
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